Create Your Movie

1. Open iMovie. If you have never used it before, the opening screen will be empty as seen below.
2. Tap the + button in the top right corner of the screen, then touch the New Project or New Trailer button.
3. Camera footage will be shown in the top Right corner under Video. Find a clip you want to use and tap it.
4. A yellow highlight will surround the clip. Drag the yellow handles at the ends to resize your selection.
5. Look for a white arrow hovering next to your video clip. Tap it to add this clip to your movie. The clip will be added to the timeline that appears at the bottom of the screen.
6. Repeat steps 4 and 5 until you have added all the footage you want to use.
7. If you need to record additional footage, you can do it within iMovie. Just tap the camera icon to bring up a recording screen. Once you have recorded your clip, press the Use button in the bottom right corner of the screen.
8. To add pictures or audio, tap the Photos button or Audio button in the top Right Corner of the screen.
9. You may rearrange your video clips, photos, or sound effects by tapping and holding on them in the timeline of your movie, and then pulling them left or right.
10. To add a voiceover, scroll to the location in your timeline where you want the narration to begin. Then press the microphone button (bottom Right corner of the screen. Press the red Record button, then the Stop button when you are finished. Choose Accept to add sounds to your movie.

Naming and Sharing Finished Videos

1. Tap the Projects arrow < (in the top Left corner of your screen) to return to the main iMovie screen.
2. Give your movie a name: tap on the title, add a new name, then choose Done when finished.
3. Tap the Share button (Arrow in a Box)
4. Choose Save Video. It will then be available in your Photo Library.
5. Choose a size and wait for it to export. Longer movies will take more time.
6. Now you can download your movie to your computer using the iPad cable, share by email (if using a teacher iPad with Mail set up), upload to Dropbox, or use it in other apps.

Submitting Finished Videos through Edmodo

1. Teacher creates Assignment on Edmodo site.
2. Students access Internet and log in to Edmodo App.
3. From App: Students find assignment and tap Turn in.
4. Then tap “Attach”, Choose Album: Videos: Select video: tap "Use".
5. Select Next: choose reaction: finished

Advanced Editing Tools

1. Splitting Clips: To split clips into two parts, tap on the video to select and adjust left and right until the scrub bar is over where you would like to make your split. Then choose the Edit Icon (Scissors) in the bottom left of your screen and select Split Clip in the bottom right corner.

2. Trimming Clips: To trim a clip from either end, tap to select and move the yellow handles inward to adjust.

3. Adding Titles: After importing clips to your project, add titles to them by tapping on the clip and selecting the Title icon in the bottom left corner of the screen. You can then select the location and type of title you would like to use.

4. Adjusting Transitions: You can choose to have transitions play between clips and photos. You can also adjust the type of transition and length they will play. To adjust, tap the Transition Icon that appears between your clips. From there you can select the type of transition or choose none.

5. Removing or Adjusting Original Clip Audio: Tap on a clip in your movie to select, then choose the Volume Icon in the bottom left corner. At the bottom of the screen you will see the current volume level of the clip. Adjust level left and right to change volume.

6. Adding Sound Effects: Use the scrubber bar to locate where you would like to add a sound effect to your film, then tap on Audio in the top Right on movie of the screen. Then select Sound Effects from the list below. To Add, tap the name of the sound and it will be added to your project. Drag the clip to adjust where it will be played. To remove, tap the sound, select Edit in the bottom Left corner, then Delete on the Right.

7. Adding Background Music: iMovie has many built in soundtracks that can be quickly added. Just click on Audio in the top right corner and select Theme Music from the list below.

8. Adjusting Film Playback Speed: If you would like to speed up or slow down a clip in your film, tap the clip and select the Film Speed Icon (Stop watch) in the bottom left corner. Adjust and apply your new speed.

9. Adding Color Effects and Filters to Video:

Adjust the color levels of your clips by tapping on a clip and selecting the Color Filter Icon (Bottom Left corner of screen). From there you can select the filter effect you would like to apply.

10. Creating Titles with Solid Color Backgrounds: If you would like to create a slide with text to use as a title with more control, create them in the Keynote App, then go into full screen play mode, and take a screenshot of each slide. They will appear in Photos.